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MONTHLY MEETINGS – Details & Info
CAHI’s regular monthly meetings are held at the Best Western located at  

201 Washington Ave (RT 5), North Haven. Meetings are also broadcast via Zoom. 
Meetings are still free to members but RESERVATIONS are a MUST.  

Reservations can be made at our CAHI website.
Most meetings are on the fourth Wednesday of the month from 7-9pm. Guests 

are always welcome! Guests may attend 2 free monthly meetings to experience 
our presentations, meet our members, and receive a CE attendance certificate.

Joining CAHI may be done at anytime of the year through our Membership Page.

August 2021 Volume 14, Issue 08

Meeting Dates!
•••••••••••••••••••••••••

August 25th
NO MEETING

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
Sept 22th  
Electrical

Presenter - Tim Mikloiche

Tim founded Electrical Training 
Services and has over 30 years of 

experience in the electrical industry. 
He started out as an apprentice, 

then went on to become a State of 
Connecticut licensed Journeyman, 
Contractor and Electrical Inspector.

Presidents Corner

I have been a home inspector for 32 years, almost half my life. I have been 
a CAHI member for 20 and a board member for about 10. I originally was 
an ASHI member for a number of years, but I wanted to get more involved 
with my profession through an organization dedicated to what went on in my 
home state. I have always relished the camaraderie of rubbing elbows with 
my peers, and still do.

I recall early on in my membership when I would chat up some of the older 
members who were winding down their careers, how they would comment 
on how the roofs were getting higher and the ladders were getting heavier. 
They would comment on how the profession has changed and that they 
longed for the times when inspections were easier, and reports were nar-
ratives and shorter with no pictures. Then ultimately you would hear that 
old clique phrase “I’m getting too older for this”.  I would think upon hearing 
them, wow, what’s the problem. This is a relatively easy gig.

Well, on the fourth of this month I turned 65. And guess what, the roofs are 
getting higher, and the ladder is getting heavier. The profession has changed 
and I long for the times when inspections were easier, and reports were 
narratives and shorter with no pictures. There I said it. We are all going to 
say it because it’s true. As you get older any job will start to wear on you. The 
aging process takes its toll. So, the years of experience and those “gut” feel-
ings begin to pick up the slack for the physical waining one may experience. 
Don’t get me wrong, this profession has treated me very well. I have earned 
a good living, put two kids through college, built a great reputation and had 
fun during the entire process. But alas I too see the light glimmering at the 
end of the tunnel off in the distance.

Continued on pg 2
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At the last board meeting we discussed the impact that Covid has had on our meetings. While in the middle of 
the pandemic it was reasonable that we had minimal live attendance when the state began opening back up. 
But now live attendance is even less and we have had no restrictions. 

In order to keep CAHI alive and well, we will need members to return to live meetings. We want those who are 
new to the profession to “rub elbows” with the veterans who have shaped it and get the insight that you cannot 
assign a value to. Please take the time to contact me at 203 257-1694 or email me at s.bajerski@sbcglobal.
net and tell me if you plan on attending live meetings again and if not why. We need your input to determine a 
course of action for CAHI from this point on.  

The board has been discussing having a membership drive. At the writing of this newsletter there are almost 700 
licensed or permitted home inspectors in the state of Connecticut. Less than two hundred are affiliated with a 
home inspection organization that has “live” meetings. Maybe another 100 are affiliated with a national or inter-
national organization via on line membership. Many home inspectors in the state do not even know or converse 
with another home inspector.  Zoom meetings would encourage those who have cited logistics as why they have 
not become members to join and would likely increase membership. However, we do not want Zoom to leave 
our meeting room empty. While I know the path I am on, CAHI is at a crossroad.

Stan

      ““There is a tendency at every important but difficult crossroad to pretend that it’s not really there.”   
― Bill McKibben

 

Presidents Message Continued:
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A Summer Kitchen
A combination kitchen–wine room enhances  

a classic Hudson Valley farmhouse

by Kyle Diamond

Acouple of years ago, a past client 

contacted our company, New Di-

mension Construction, with plans for 

an outdoor living project on his prop-

erty. The homeowner—an architect—

wanted to match the exterior of a late 

19th-century farmhouse with a nearby 

guest house, both of which he owned 

with his wife. His idea was to build 

screened-in porches for both the main 

and guest houses with similar materials 

and provide outdoor stone patio areas 

with connecting walkways made from 

brick. Central to his plans would be an 

outdoor kitchen—the highlight of his 

ambitious project.

Having grown up in the Carolinas, 

our client’s material selection of brick, 

reclaimed hand-hewn timber, copper, 

and open screening gave the project a 

mid-Atlantic, early Americana feel that  

blended in nicely with the farmhouse 

(see photo, above). His design called for 

a free-standing, 131⁄2-foot-by-20-foot 

outdoor kitchen featuring a brick oven, 

grill, and plenty of storage space—every-

thing you would need to whip up a sum-

mer meal for friends and family. 

The structure was sited near the main 

house on a sloping grade steep enough 

to allow for a walk-out basement, which 

the homeowner was glad to put to good 

use. A wine lover, he had always wanted 

a wine cellar, but the home’s existing 

basement was not conducive to storing 

wine. The walk-out basement offered 

a perfect opportunity to locate a wine 

“cellar” below the kitchen.

Building the Structure

The kitchen’s foundation was a hy-

brid block-and-poured-concrete wall 

with brick veneer. On the upslope side, 

the mason subcontractor formed and 

poured concrete foundation walls with 

6-inch stepped brick shelves on the side 

walls that followed the sloped grade. 

On the downslope side, the foundation 

wall was 8-inch block on the interior 

and 4-inch brick-shelf block on the ex-

terior. Two-inch XPS rigid insulation 

was sandwiched between the inner and 

outer masonry wythes in the walk-out 

area (fit around the brick ties) and ap-

plied to the exterior face of the poured 

walls, which were backfilled.

With the structural part of the founda-

tion completed, the masons began laying P
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A Summer Kitchen

up the brick veneer while we compacted 

the gravel base, installed a 10-mil va-

por retarder membrane, and placed the 

4-inch-thick basement slab.  

The client planned to use the outdoor 

kitchen from late spring through mid-

fall. The basement, however, would be 

storing wine year-round and was the 

building’s only conditioned space. So, 

our thermal envelope ran up the XPS-

insulated foundation wall and hori-

zontally in the insulated kitchen f loor 

above. The target temperature for the 

wine room was a constant but relatively 

low 55°F, so we didn’t install sub-slab 

insulation (1, 2).

The floor assembly was fairly unique, 

given the structure’s design, use, and size. 

From the bottom up, we first installed 

8x8 oak timbers, which run the width of 

building, in beam pockets 3 feet on-cen-

ter. On top of the beams, we then ran 4x4 

oak purlins 2 feet on-center the length 

of the building (3). Next, we installed 

rough-sawn 1-inch pine planking per-

pendicular to the purlins; the timber and 

planking gave the wine room’s ceiling a 

vintage, Old European look.

On top of the planking, we installed 

2x4 joists 16 inches on-center across the 

width of the building. After filling the 

joist bays with 3 inches of polyiso rigid 

foam, we glued and screwed a layer of 
3⁄4-inch AdvanTech subflooring to the 

2x4s. The resulting f loor system was 

plenty rigid for the tile finish planned 

in the kitchen.

Moment frame. The kitchen’s exte-

rior wall design called for mostly large 

louvers, windows, and doors with little 

sheathing, so a moment frame was need-

ed to resist shear forces. We built the 

moment frame out of 51⁄4x51⁄4 PSL posts 

and triple 13⁄4x93⁄4 header stock and 

connected it together with custom-fab-

ricated steel corner and T-shaped brack-

ets (4). We lag-screwed the brackets into 

the posts and headers according to our 

A sloping grade allowed for a walk-out basement wine “cellar.” Here, a mason installs brick veneer on the downslope 

block portion of the foundation over 2-inch XPS rigid insulation sandwiched between the brick and block (1). Beam 

pockets were made in the wall’s top course to let-in the 8x8 oak kitchen floor support beams (2). 

1

3 4 5

2

Over the 8x8 oak beams, purlins are installed to support the cellar’s plank ceiling (3). Crew members build the 

structure’s moment frame out of engineered lumber and custom-fabricated steel brackets (4). The 2x12 Boral  

water table trim is capped with horizontal Boral trim beveled and kerfed with a drip edge for proper drainage (5).
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engineer’s specifications and secured 

the bottom of the posts with base con-

nectors. Later, we trimmed out the mo-

ment frame’s engineered lumber with 

Lifespan treated radiata pine (lifespan 

solidselect.com).

At the roof, we site-built a couple of 

trusses from salvaged hand-hewn tim-

bers and installed them at intermediary 

column locations (at one-third points 

of the room); the trusses made a visual 

connection to the reclaimed timbers we 

installed on the main- and guest-house 

porches. We framed the roof around 

the two trusses with 2x8s at 16 inches 

on-center, then sheathed the roof with 

Zip System sheathing. Completing the 

roof, we installed pressure-treated cedar 

shingles over a cedar breather membrane 

and capped the unvented roof off with 

a copper ridge.

The Kitchen

The focal point of the kitchen interior 

was the wood-fired oven. Manufactured 

by Mugnaini (mugnaini.com), the Pri-

ma-100 oven kit arrived on site in sec-

tions. The mason put together the precast 

pieces on a small reinforced concrete slab 

poured within the block and brick wall 

assembly, then applied refractory mortar 

over the joints. A metal f lue manifold 

(later connected to a metal liner run 

through the brick chimney) was attached 

to the arch with masonry screws, then the 

oven’s core was wrapped with two layers 

of thermal insulation blanketing. The 

mason finished the interior masonry sur-

round, then later the exterior brickwork 

of the chimney—a handsome feature in 

its own right (6).

The client wanted a “pilaster look” for 

both the exterior and interior façades. 

This was achieved by centering the lou-

vers, windows, and doors between the 

radiata-pine-clad PSL columns. Starting 

on the exterior, we ran 2x12 Boral poly-

ash water table trim around the perim-

eter and capped it off with horizontal 

Boral trim, which we beveled and kerf 

cut to drain (5). On top of the beveled 

6 8

7

The custom-built windows and louvers are fitted with 

casement-window-style operable brass hardware. Here, 

hinge locations are routed out using a Porter-Cable 

hinge template (7). Porcelain tile that looks like hardwood 

flooring is dry fit over a Ditra uncoupling membrane (8).

The exterior brickwork for the wood-fired pizza oven is 

a major feature on the building’s north-facing façade. 

The wine cellar has an inswing door covered with a 

Craftsman-style copper roof, allowing sheltered access  

to wine during snowy Taconic mountain weather (6).
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A Summer Kitchen

cap trim, we installed 11⁄2-inch-deep by 

3-foot-high panels made with shiplap 

pine. We trimmed out the interior with 

primed finger-jointed pine.

The structure’s large louvers, windows, 

and doors were custom-built off site out 

of mahogany. The client wanted the lou-

vers and windows to open out like a case-

ment, so we installed casement adjuster 

and locking hardware by Ives (iveshinges 

.com) to operate them. The solid brass 

ball-bearing hinges (deltana.net) were 

installed using a Porter-Cable hinge tem-

plate and a router (7). A minor drawback 

to outswinging louvers and windows, of 

course, is that our clients have to forego 

insect screening in order to operate them.

Fitting out the space. We installed 

porcelain tile that simulates hardwood 

strip flooring over a Schluter uncoupling 

membrane on the f loor (8) and bead-

board on the ceiling (9). After install-

ing our finishes, we fit out the kitchen 

with a stainless steel built-in gas grill, a 

single propane burner, a pot sink, and 

a warming drawer, all by Viking. Cus-

tom-fabricated base cabinets and stain-

less steel open shelving support Carrera 

marble countertops (10).

The wine room. The foundation 

walls were finished with a three-coat 

stucco finish (11). HVAC equipment 

needed to condition the wine room’s air 

(a constant 55°F to 57°F with an average 

60% relative humidity is required) was 

housed behind the wood storage box be-

low the oven, with an AC condenser unit 

installed outside on a pad. Finishing up, 

we built the homeowner-designed wine 

shelving out of walnut-veneer plywood 

with walnut face frames (12).  ❖

Kyle Diamond co-owns New Dimension Con-

struction in Millbrook, N.Y., with his father, 

Dale Diamond.

9 10

11 12

Beadboard is installed between trusses made from salvaged hand-hewn timber (9). The wood-fired oven is the focal 

point of the interior, which also features Carrera marble countertops installed on base cabinets and custom-fabricated 

stainless steel shelving (10).

The wine-room walls are finished with a three-coat stucco finish (11). Designed by the architect-client, the wine 

shelving was built by NDC crew members using walnut-veneer plywood with walnut face frames (12).
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ROOFING

BY T JEFF SPENCER

Slate Roof Restoration

As a long-term solution, slate proved more cost effective than 
an asphalt reroof

I 
own and operate a small roofing company, Stewardship Slate, 

which specializes in the restoration and repair of slate roofs. In 

January, I was contacted by a rental property owner seeking my 

assessment of a slate roof in Burlington, Vt. She had recently 

purchased the 120-year-old house from the estate of an elderly 

homeowner who, after living in the home for decades, allowed the 

two-story structure to gradually slip into disrepair. The new owner 

wanted to keep the slate roof, but numerous contractors told her it 

needed to be replaced.

Upon inspection, I noticed the roof was in rough shape. Most of 

the existing terne metal flashings were corroded, and it had numer-

ous broken and missing slates. There was evidence of some dubious 

repair work done over the years and a fair amount of the historical 

trim along the eaves was rotted, with most of the corners chewed 

open by squirrels. Yet, with all wear and tear taken into account, I 

believed the roof was worth restoring given the life expectancy of 

the undamaged slate, which I estimated at approximately 75 years. 

The owner was pleasantly surprised by my quote and jumped at it 

(she later divulged that my estimate to restore the roof was a third 

of the lowest quote she received to re-slate the roof and comparable 

to the quote she received to reroof with architectural asphalt shin-

gles—a 25- to 30-year roof).
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The existing terne metal flashings have done their time  

and need to be replaced (4). On north-facing roof sections 

and areas shaded by trees, discoloration from mildew and 

lichen is common. Roofs can be hand-scrubbed clean with  

a mildewcide like D/2 Biological Solution (d2bio.com).

The author “sounds” a slate to make sure it’s intact (1); he rejects 10% to 15% of the salvaged slate he buys. Standard slate tools 

include (clockwise from top in photo) standard mounted slate cutter; traditional slate hammer; restoration slate hammer; slate 

ripper; and hand-held slate cutters (2). ANSI-rated Jorestech rock-climbing-style helmets are worn at all times (3).

4

1 32

SLATE ROOF RESTORATION

SLATE IN THE CITY

We work primarily in the downtown area of Burlington, Vt., 

where the majority of the homes are roofed with semi-weathering 

green-gray (or sea-green) slate quarried in the southern portion 

of the state. To maintain the character of the city, Burlington re-

quires homeowners who want to replace a slate roof with asphalt 

to go through zoning and show that the cost difference to restore 

the slate would create economic hardship. Fortunately for us, 

most homeowners choose the restoration route. 

While we do install some standing-seam and fluid-applied roof-

ing, 90% of our work is restoring existing slate roofs, with the oc-

casional new slate roof thrown into the mix. There are few skilled 

slaters in our area and demand for this niche restoration work is 

high, so we’ve managed to stay continuously busy over the years, 

repairing more than 300 roofs since 2010.

Slate repair in city neighborhoods requires having patience, 

working at a careful pace, and being mindful of where you, your 

crew members, and any bystanders below are at all times. It can 

be hazardous at times working high up on late 19th-century roofs 

on which roof framing is often “bouncy” (especially on rakes) and 

slates can break easily. When we work, we wear ANSI-rated rock-

climbing-style helmets (technopackcorp.com) and safety harnesses 

clipped to self-retracting lifelines (falltech.com) or ropes at all times. 

We take time to set anchor points, secure ladders, and cordon off 

work areas we are concerned about with caution tape (housing in 

the city is often close together and falling shards of slate is com-

monplace). We typically have to access roofs from both the client’s 

and their abutting neighbor’s driveways, so we have to work around 

their comings and goings—moving ladders, magnet sweeping, and 

broom cleaning driveways often a few times a day. 

Replacement slate. We use salvaged slate for restoration work 

because it’s thinner than newly quarried slate and therefore easier to 
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New valley flashing is installed over ice barrier membrane (9). 

The roof had six valleys, three close to hips. Here, slate is cut 

from the back with a mounted slate cutter (10). 

Replacement slate is trimmed along the angled valley line with a hand-held slate cutter (5). A restoration slate hammer (6)

is used to punch a nail hole in the trimmed-up replacement slate (7). Nailed into place with the restoration hammer, the 

slate overlaps the valley flashing 5 inches, leaving 4 inches of exposed copper (8).

5 6 7

9

10

8

slide under existing slates. Also, newly quarried slate doesn’t color- 

match well with existing, weathered slate. New semi-weathering 

green-gray slate starts out uniformly sea green, then gradually 

weathers to a mosaic of colors such as gray, blue, and pink (slates 

that “weather” to pink have a higher ferrous mineral content). The 

irony is never lost on us, though, that we rely on people taking en-

tire slate roofs off houses and barns as part of our supply chain. 

Tools. Our primary tools are slate hammers, slate rippers, and 

slate cutters. We use two types of slate hammers. For installation 

work, we use a traditional slate hammer, which has a sharpened 

upper edge on the handle for cutting slate and a punch for making 

nail holes through the slate for fastening. For beating on slate rip-

pers and reinstalling slate and flashing, we use a restoration slate 

hammer, which is similar to a traditional hammer but heavier. 

To cut slate, we use a mounted slate cutter or bench cutter and 

hand-held slate cutters; occasionally, to cut thicker, new slate, we 

use powered shears that attach to a drill (malcoproducts.com). 

Bench cutters offer more leverage and cut slate more easily, while 

hand cutters offer convenience for tricky tasks in hard-to-access 

areas, such as valley restoration work. We buy most of our slate-spe-

cific tools from Slate Roof Warehouse (slateroofwarehouse.com) and 

John Stortz and Son (stortz.com), both based in Pennsylvania.

SLATE RESTORATION 

A typical full-restoration project includes pulling off existing 

slates to access and replace the worn metal flashings with new 

ones—typically 20-ounce copper in the valleys and 16-ounce cop-

per everywhere else. We check all the slate on the roof and replace 

missing, cracked, and disintegrating “shingles.” We encounter 

many bad repairs where the wrong-size slates were used or the 

slater broke slates when installing replacement pieces. A common 

mistake we fix is where someone face-nailed a patched-in slate 
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12 1311

The shingled walls of the hip roof’s dormers are stripped to make way for new step and apron flashing (11). Copper slate 

hooks (shown here in red circle) secure replacement slates along the roof-to-wall perimeter (12). A 15-lb. felt building paper 

weather-resistive barrier was installed, then the slate crew shingled the sidewalls (13).

SLATE ROOF RESTORATION

and did not cover then nail with bib flashing. In the end, we leave 

approximately 75% of the existing slates intact, though that per-

centage can vary depending on the condition of the roof.

Some carpentry is usually involved in restoration work. Repair-

ing damaged trim and roof decking is commonplace, as well as 

re-siding dormer walls to install new step and apron flashing.

Open valleys. We began this restoration project by pulling 

slates from the edge of an open valley on the east-facing dormer (the 

home’s hip roof had three dormers with a total of six valleys). What 

remained of the roof’s original rosin paper “underlayment” quickly 

disintegrated, exposing the board-sheathed roof deck, which was 

in surprisingly good shape given the condition of the existing slate 

and flashing. For the new V-shaped valley flashing, we bent lengths 

of 18-inch-wide sheets of copper with a brake in our shop. (On each 

side of the valley centerline, we planned for 4 inches of exposed cop-

per and 5 inches under the replacement slates.) 

On new-slate installations, we always apply ice barrier mem-

brane in the valleys and at the eaves and integrate roof underlay-

ment with the peel-and-stick. While we feel obliged to install ice 

barrier membrane on restoration work, it’s something we’ve wres-

tled with over the years. Joseph C. Jenkins, the author of The Slate 

Roof Bible, advises not to use peel-and-stick membrane on slate 

roofs because the slate has the potential to stick to the ice barrier 

membrane, making future repairs difficult. We have installed felt 

paper between the peel-and-stick and the metal flashing on past 

projects for this reason. But here we used Titanium PSU30—an ice 

barrier membrane with a slip-resistant surface (owenscorning.com).  

We ran a 30-inch-wide strip up the valley, tucking it under the 

staggered pattern of the existing slate. We then installed the new 

V-shaped valley flashing and fastened the edges with stainless steel 

roofing nails. 

When installing replacement slate in a valley, we try not to 

nail through the copper flashing, but sometimes it’s hard to avoid 

A crew member slides a ripper under a slate to help slide 

the slate out (14). A salvaged replacement slate is slid into 

place and later secured with a slate hook (15).

14

15
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with smaller slates. Our rule of thumb is to keep the nail no more 

than an inch from the edge of the copper flashing—in this case, an 

8-inch “no-nail zone” from the center of the valley. We strike a line 

up the valley representing the 5-inch slate overlap, then begin the 

time-consuming task of slating the restored valley.

Replacing damaged slate. We remove a damaged slate by first 

sliding the flat end of the ripper under the slate and pushing it up 

until the hooked end is above the nail. We pull it sideways and down 

to hook the nail in the notch of the ripper, and with a few hammer 

taps downward on the ripper’s handle, the nail loosens. Most slates 

are fastened with two nails, so we repeat for the other nail. We slide 

the ripper back under the slate, press down on the top of the slate 

with our free hand—sandwiching the slate between our hand and 

the tool—and pull down on the ripper to slide the slate out. We then 

slide a salvaged replacement slate in its place.

There are two ways to fasten a replacement slate. One way is to 

punch a nail hole in the new slate between the edges of the slates 

above, midway up the joint. We slightly pry apart the overlaying 

slates above, just enough to drive the new nail between them. Un-

like other materials, slate has to be nailed loosely; it is important to 

leave the head of the nail just flush with the face of the slate, so that 

the slate “hangs” on the nail. If the slate is nailed too tightly, it will 

break under the stress. If the nail sits too high, it can poke through 

or break the slate that lies on top of it. We cut a 4-inch-wide piece 

of copper or aluminum coil stock to make a “bib” long enough to 

reach the top of the new slate and cover the nail by approximately 

2 inches. Before sliding the flashing into place, we bend the top up 

and the bottom down a little bit, creating a slight “S” shape to help 

it pass over the nail and stay in place. 

Our preferred method to replace damaged slate is to use slate 

hooks instead of nails. That way, we don’t have to punch nail holes 

and risk breaking slates or worry about bibs sliding out over time. 

We drive the pointed end of the hook into the roof deck, leaving 

17 1816

It used to be common to install “mitered” cap slate at hips (and ridges) without step flashing, but it tends to spread apart over 

time (16). The “mitered” slate wasn’t cut at 45 degrees, but at 90 degrees, and was joined at the sharp edges of the back surface. 

A cost-effective solution is to remove the existing hip (and ridge) slate (17) and install new copper cap flashing (18).

Galvanized-steel snow belt is replaced with copper panels 

along roof eaves (19). Ice barrier membrane is installed on the 

deck, then a layer of felt paper to thwart the replacement slates 

from potentially sticking to the membrane.

19
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SLATE ROOF RESTORATION

the crook of the hook in line with the bottom of the replacement 

slate. The replacement slate is pushed into place over the hook, 

then pulled down to rest on it. (For more on slate replacement, see 

“Repairing Slate Roofs,” Dec/03).

Fastener lifespan and length. We match the relative life ex-

pectancies of the slate roof and the fasteners when selecting nails. 

For this restoration, where the roof should last roughly 75 years, 

we used 1 1/2-inch hot-dipped galvanized roofing nails to secure the 

field slate. On new-slate installations that should last 100 or more 

years, we use 1 1/2-inch stainless steel nails. It’s a common miscon-

ception that slate has to be fastened with copper nails. Virtually 

none of the roofs in this area were originally installed with copper 

nails. In fact, many of them were installed with non-galvanized 

steel cut nails, since they were installed during the industry tran-

sition to the modern wire nails used today. 

In addition, it’s fairly common in Burlington to come across 

slate applied directly over cedar shakes; slate was marketed as the 

“fireproof roof” at the beginning of the 20th century. We use longer 

roofing nails and modify the copper slate hooks to ensure that the 

slate is fastened to the sheathing and not just the cedar shake.

Hips and ridges. If the roof had an Achilles’ heel, it might be 

the detailing of the slate hips and ridges. During the height of 

slate’s use as a roofing material, it was common to install “mitered” 

slate at hips and ridges without step flashing; I believe the thinking 

back then was that any water that happened to find its way into the 

unfinished attic would eventually dry out. Mitered cap slate tends 

to spread apart over time and open up to the elements. 

Rebuilding slate hips and ridges with step flashing tends to be 

expensive and time-consuming. To help lower the costs, we re-

moved the existing hip and ridge slate and installed copper cap 

flashing (bent from a 12-inch-wide strip of 16-ounce copper and 

hemmed 3/4 inch at the edges). We secured the flashing with stain-

less-steel gasketed screws driven through the slate below and into 

the deck and hip framing.

Snow belt and snow guards. On homes of this vintage, snow 

belts were often retrofit on roofs to address ice damming. Along the 

south-facing eaves on this project, we replaced a poorly installed, 

rusting galvanized-steel snow belt with copper. We first applied ice 

barrier membrane, then a layer of felt paper to thwart the replace-

ment slates from potentially sticking to it. We fabricated the copper 

snow-belt panels in the shop, then installed them on site, joining 

the seams together with rubber mallets and hand seamers. On the 

north side of the roof, we installed Alpine SnowGuards’ PD10 pad-

style snow guards (alpinesnowguards.com) to keep snow and ice 

from falling into the neighbor’s driveway.

Finishing up. We take great pride in this project and leave 

with the satisfaction of knowing that the house would likely have 

gone through three asphalt roofs before the restored slate will 

wear out, which represents a significant reduction in the build-

ing’s carbon footprint. 

T Jeff Spencer owns and operates Stewardship Slate, a slate roof restoration 

company, in Burlington, Vt.

Copper snow guards (inset photo) applied on the north side 

of the roof will help keep ice from falling into the neighbor’s 

driveway below (20).

Salvaged semi-weathering green-gray slate blends into the 

existing slate on a finished open valley (21), dormer (22), and 

north- and west-facing sections of roof (23). Seventy-five 

percent of the existing slates were left intact.

20

23

21 22
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LG Energy Solution Michigan Recalls Home Energy Storage Batteries 
Due to Fire Hazard

Recalled RESU 10H home battery

Name of product:
LG Chem “RESU10H” Lithium-Ion Residential Energy Storage System Batteries.

Hazard:
The home batteries can overheat, posing a risk of fire and emission of harmful smoke.

Remedy:
Replace

Recall date:
August 4, 2021

Units:
About 10,000 (In addition, 2017-2019 RESU 10H were previously recalled for a fire hazard on 
December 16, 2020.)

Consumer Contact:
LG Energy Solution Michigan toll-free at 888-737-8104 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. ET Monday through 
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Friday, email at RESUservice@lgensol.com, or online at www.lgessbattery.com/us or https://www.
lgessbattery.com/us/main/main.lg and click on “Battery Recall: Free Replacement Campaign” for 
more information.

Recall Details

Description:
This recall involves LG Chem Model RESU 10H lithium-ion storage batteries that were installed as 
part of a residential energy solar panel system. The recalled batteries allow owners to capture and 
store energy from the solar panels. The batteries are wall mounted and measure about 29 by 36 by 
8 inches. They weigh roughly 220 pounds. The LG logo is located on the top left side of the front 
panel. The serial number of the recalled product begins with R15563P3 and is located behind the 
access door of the RESU home battery.  

Remedy:
Consumers with recalled batteries should immediately contact LG Energy Solution Michigan to 
schedule a free replacement. LG Energy Solution Michigan will arrange for modifications to recalled 
batteries that are connected online to reduce the risk of overheating until they can be replaced with 
new batteries. LG Energy Solution Michigan, its distributors, and its installers  also are attempting to 
contact owners directly.

Incidents/Injuries:
The firm has received five reports of the lithium storage batteries smoking and catching on fire, 
resulting in property damage and one injury 

Sold At:
Various distributors of solar energy storage systems nationwide, including, but not limited to Sunrun, 
AEE Solar, Baywa, CED, Krannich, Independent Electric Supply, and Inter Island Solar Supply from 
January 2017 through April 2019 for about $8,000.

Importer(s):
LG Energy Solution Michigan, Inc., of Holland, Mich. (formerly LG Chem Michigan Inc.), a whol-
ly-owned subsidiary of LG Energy Solution, Ltd. (in turn a wholly-owned subsidiary of LG Chem 
Ltd.).

Manufactured In:
Korea

Recall number:
21-175
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TroubleshootingJLCONLINE.COM

BY MIKE WHALEN

Managing Asbestos During a Remodel

I’m a project manager for DBS Remodel, a residential remodel-

ing company based in Poughkeepsie, N.Y. A few months ago, in 

the midst of remodeling a kitchen, we came across what we be-

lieved to be vermiculite insulation above the room’s plaster ceil-

ing. Upon discovery, we quickly sealed up the ceiling with tape 

and plastic and notified the homeowners. Our clients had chosen 

to remain in their late-1950s Cape-style home during the remodel, 

so we felt a sense of urgency when reaching out to asbestos abate-

ment companies to confirm our find.

Kevin Mathisen of Lucas Environmental Services out of Kings-

ton, N.Y., made a jobsite visit and verified that the light granular 

insulation was vermiculite. He noted that while it may or may not 

contain asbestos, a substantial amount of vermiculite that had been 

sold throughout the U.S. under the trade name “Zonolite” contained 

varying amounts of asbestos. As a result, New York state regulations 

assume vermiculite to be an asbestos-containing material. 

Size matters. Our client’s kitchen was 150 square feet and 

Mathisen explained that New York state defines any work under 

160 square feet as a “small” abatement project (square footage is used 

to estimate asbestos-tainted materials like floor tile or vermiculite, 

while linear footage is used for materials like pipe insulation). For 

abatement projects, square footage is one of various regulatory 

thresholds that impact the scope of the asbestos mitigation work. 

Even “small” projects require the rigors of a licensed abatement con-

tractor setting up a containment area, removing the asbestos, and 

demobilizing the work area. In addition, baseline air testing, visual 

inspection of the containment, visual inspection of the completed 

removal area, and collection of final air samples must be conducted 

by a third-party air monitoring firm to avoid conflict of interest. See 

“Mobilizing for a Small Abatement Project” on pages 30 and 31.

The estimate was $6,400 for the abatement work and an addi-

tional $800 for monitoring-supervising services. While the home-

owners noted that neighbors up the road had just renovated a home 

similar in style and vintage to theirs and didn’t have an asbestos 

abatement, our clients quickly came to appreciate the steps we took 

to bring Lucas on board and that the vermiculite would be removed 

properly, even though it would add to the project’s cost.

The abatement. The separation wall between the kitchen and 

the rest of the living area had to be beefier than a standard ZipWall 

dust barrier, so I framed a temporary wall out of 2-bys—on which 

2 31

“Before” image of the kitchen in the client’s late-1950s Cape-style home (1). Work stopped when vermiculite was found in the 

ceiling; the author quickly sealed off the demo hole and around a ceiling light after its discovery (2). A temporary 2-by wall was 

framed in the middle of an archway to isolate the kitchen and to allow access to the bathroom, bedrooms, and basement (3).
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Troubleshooting / Managing Asbestos During a Remodel

Lucas later installed a double layer of woven reinforced plastic—in 

the middle of an open archway. This gave the clients access to their 

bathroom and bedroom areas. Once the third-party monitor, JPM 

Environmental Solutions, out of Newburgh, N.Y., had conducted 

baseline air testing, Lucas set up its containment shell and warning 

signage and cordoned off outdoor work areas. Wearing Tyvek suits, 

respirators, and gloves, workers wetted down the vermiculite with 

sprayers and bagged up the material, sealing the heavy-mil bags 

with duct tape. The bags were brought out to their box truck and 

later transported to their shop.

JPM Environmental then inspected the abatement work and gave 

the OK, and the abatement crew HEPA vacuumed and wet-wiped the 

work area. Once it was clean, JPM conducted another visual inspec-

tion, and upon its approval, the Lucas crew exited the work area via 

a three-chambered decontamination/waste-out system, which con-

sisted of a changing room, a shower room, and an equipment room. 

A post-abatement settling period began, to allow the room to dry and 

the air to settle. A couple of days later, JPM Environmental returned 

to conduct its final air check to verify the amount of fibers in the air 

was below the legal limit. 

Given the all clear by JPM, the abatement crew returned and 

broke down the work area, disposing of the poly sheeting in asbestos 

waste bags. The abatement process came to an end, and after four 

business days, we resumed remodeling the kitchen.

Mike Whalen is a project manager at DBS Remodel, a design-build resi-

dential remodeling company based in Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

4 65

A double layer of 6-mil poly is installed on the framed wall by the abatement contractor (4). A third-party air monitoring firm 

sets up equipment to take a baseline air test (5). Warning signage is placed at the entrance of the containment area (6). Two 

layers of 6-mil reinforced fire-retardant poly, with seams sealed, cover floors, walls, and non-abatement surfaces.

I’ve been doing asbestos abatement work in New York state 

for 16 years. The following is a brief summary of the typical 

procedure we follow when removing asbestos-contaminated 

friable waste from a “small” project (less than 160 square 

feet of asbestos material) as defined by the New York State 

Department of Labor (NYSDOL).

1. A licensed air monitoring firm is contracted to conduct 

material testing and air monitoring and may act as the 

abatement contractor supervisor.

2. A licensed abatement contractor is hired to complete 

the removal project. 

3. A paper building occupant notice is placed on entrance 

doors three days prior to the project’s start. 

4. The third-party air monitoring firm collects background 

air sampling to establish a baseline.

5. The abatement firm mobilizes the project and installs 

a fully functional decontamination/waste-out system 

stocked with PPE equipment and cleaning materials. 

The area is demarcated with “danger asbestos” barrier 

tapes and signage. 

6. The work area is prepped, which includes installing 

MOBILIZING FOR A SMALL ABATEMENT PROJECT
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The enclosed hall shown here will be fitted out with a three-chambered decontamination/waste-out system consisting of a 

changing room, a shower room, and an equipment room (7). A 1,800-cfm HEPA-filtered air scrubber (8) exhausts to an exterior 

area that is fenced in with orange temp fencing and posted with warning signage and barrier tapes (9). 

two layers of 6-mil poly at all openings, light fixtures,  

and outlets within the space. Floors, walls, and non- 

abatement surfaces are covered with two layers of 6-mil 

reinforced fire-retardant poly (seams are overlapped and 

sealed using T-50 staples, spray adhesive, and poly tape to 

ensure the containment is airtight). HEPA-filtered negative 

air scrubbers are installed and exhausted to an exterior  

area that is fenced in with orange temp fencing and  

demarcated with “danger asbestos” signage and barrier tapes.  

7. A pre-abatement waiting period is observed to ensure the 

containment remains intact while under negative pressure. 

8. For the abatement, workers don Tyvek suits, half-face 

respirators, and gloves and enter the work area to remove  

the asbestos material using “wet methods” (an airless  

sprayer is used to wet the material down during bulk  

removal—NYSDOL explicitly prohibits dry removal). The  

removed material is immediately placed into 6-mil asbestos  

waste bags that are then sealed using duct tape. Once bulk  

removal is complete, all removed material is bagged, cleaned, 

and placed into a second 6-mil asbestos waste bag. That bag  

is sealed and labeled with a generator label showing both  

abatement contractor and homeowner information and then  

removed from the work area (the waste is later placed into  

a properly lined waste container before being transported  

to an approved waste disposal facility). The work area is  

then HEPA vacuumed and wet-wiped. Once it’s considered  

clean, the contractor supervisor conducts a visual inspection;  

if acceptable, the workers decontaminate out of the work area  

and a post-abatement drying and settling period is observed. 

9. The third-party air monitoring firm returns to inspect the 

work area, and if it’s found acceptable, the firm collects final  

air clearances and those samples are sent to a testing lab. 

10. Once air-sample results are returned and pass the sampling  

criteria, the abatement crew can return and demobilize the  

work area. All polyethylene sheeting is carefully dismantled  

and placed into asbestos waste bags in the same manner as  

the asbestos waste, as it’s considered part of the project’s  

waste. Once the containment is removed, the decontamination/ 

waste-out system along with the barrier tapes and signage  

can be removed from the site. Project is demobilized and  

considered complete.

Kevin Mathisen owns and operates Lucas Environmental Services, 

in Kingston, N.Y.
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A
Josh Girard, who owns and operates 

North Country Construction, in Jeri-

cho, Vt., responds: In retrofi t situa-

tions, it’s sometimes hard to avoid using 

an exterior pipe, but with new construc-

tion, it’s fairly easy and inexpensive to do.

I build in northwestern Vermont in 

Radon Zone 2 where radon levels can vary 

widely, even from one lot to another within 

the same development. The predicted aver-

age indoor radon screening levels can range 

from 2 to 4 picocuries per liter (pCi/L)—

meaning houses have a “moderate poten-

tial” for the presence of radon gas, according 

to the EPA. So as a matter of course with all 

new construction, I rough in a dedicated 

radon stack in every house I build in case a 

house tests positive for radon.

I tie the radon stack into the under-slab 

drainage system from the get-go. This beats 

a future retrofi t situation of having to core 

through the concrete floor and install a 

single pipe down into the sub-slab gravel—

that approach will mitigate radon gas, but it 

will be far less eff ective than tying the stack 

into the drainage system.

From the perforated sub-slab piping, I 

stub up a 4-inch piece of pipe into the base-

ment (the poly vapor barrier is taped to the 

pipe and the slab is poured around it). The 

plumbers take it from there and reduce the 

pipe down to a 3-inch PVC schedule 40 vent 

pipe. The pipe is then typically run through 

the exterior wall into the attic space. From 

there, it’s run through the roof and fl ashed 

with a standard roof vent boot. 

A radon fan can be easily cut into the 

stack, if needed; I typically install the fans 

in the basement.

Although it’s another roof penetration 

I have to account for, a dedicated stack is 

cheap radon-mitigation insurance. A ready-

to-go remedy beats an ugly pipe run up the 

exterior façade every time.

Crew members “tee” off  the under-slab drainage piping (top left) and stub-up a 

4-inch pipe into the basement (top right). A 3-inch pipe is run from the basement 

into attic and through the roof. A radon fan is cut in, if needed (illustration).

Radon Stack Tied Into Under-Slab Drainage

Radon gases Poly vapor barrier

Under-slab drainage, 

4" perforated pipe

4" stub-up pipe

Dedicated radon stack 

roughed-in through roof

(3"-dia. PVC pipe)

Fan cut into radon stack 

if house tests positive 

for radon (fan installed 

in basement or attic)

Tee

Coupling
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Q
When you’re mitigating radon gas, is there a way to prep a house to 

avoid running an ugly pipe up the exterior façade?

Reproduced with Permission of JLC Magazine
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Q&A / Keeping Critters Out of Heat Pump Condenser Units

Q
I have a client who is 
concerned about the 
possibility of rodent 

damage on a newly installed 
mini-split system. How can 
you critter-proof a heat pump 
condenser unit?

A
Eric Hartman, owner of Harvestar, a home perfor-

mance contractor in Lincoln, Vt., responds: In win-

ter, when the mini-split system is in heating 

mode, mice have a tendency to hang out in gaps be-

tween the round insulated refrigerant lines (which 

are warm) and the rectangular line cover concealing 

them. So, it’s important to close off the ends of the pro-

tective line cover. 

We install Fortress line set covers to protect the re-

frigeration lines between the house and the outside 

condenser. Their end fittings are tapered and fit tightly 

to the refrigerant line’s insulation. But mice can squeeze 

through pretty much everything. If a customer com-

plains about a rodent problem, we seal gaps with a com-

bination of steel wool mixed with silicone to thwart 

mice; they chew into the silicone a little bit, then hit the 

steel wool and quickly find a different place to go. 

One last note: If you have cold-climate heat pump, it 

should be mounted off the ground on a stand because of 

snow. A side benefit to a stand is it reduces the likelihood 

of mice intrusion.

Heat pump 

stands, commonly 

installed today 

for cold-climate 

heat pumps, 

also reduce the 

likelihood of 

rodent damage; 

mice have 

difficulty climbing 

the thin factory-

finished legs.
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Learn more about how Walpole Outdoors can enhance and execute 

your work with total collaboration from concept to completion at

pro.walpoleoutdoors.com | 866-461-4490

BUILD OUTSIDE EXPECTATIONS

-  Outdoor Structures, Railings, 

Fences, and More

- Unmatched AZEK Expertise

- In-House Engineering

- Proprietary Seamless Profiles
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Dehumidifier Recall Summary
Release Date: August 4, 2021
Release Number: 21-174

Two Million Dehumidifiers With Well-Known Brand Names Recalled  
Due to Fire and Burn Hazards; Manufactured by New Widetech

Note: New Widetech added manufacture timeframe and additional serial numbers to this recall on 
August 9, 2021

Recalled AeonAir dehumidifier

Recalled Danby dehumidifier

Recalled De’Longhi dehumidifier

Recalled Amana dehumidifier

Recalled Danby Designer dehumidifier Recalled Danby Premiere dehumidifier

Recalled Edgestar dehumidifier

Recalled ArcticAire dehumidifier

Recalled Friedrich dehumidifier

Recalled Classic dehumidifier

Recalled Commercial Cool dehumidifier

Recalled Generations dehumidifier
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Name of product: 
Dehumidifiers
Hazard:
The recalled dehumidifiers can overheat and catch fire, posing fire and burn hazards.
Remedy:
Refund

Consumers should stop using the dehumidifiers immediately and contact New Widetech for a 
refund. The amount of the refund will be pro-rated based on the age of the dehumidifier.

Recall Details
August 4, 2021

Units:
About 2 million (In addition, about 380,000 in Canada, and about 25,000 in Mexico)

Recalled perfect aire dehumidifier

Example Rating Sticker located on rear of recalled dehumidifiers

Recalled SuperClima dehumidifier Recalled Whirlpool dehumidifier Recalled Whynter dehumidifier

Recalled Haier dehumidifier Recalled Honeywell dehumidifier Recalled Idylis dehumidifier Recalled Ivation dehumidifier
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Consumer Contact:
Contact New Widetech toll-free at 877-251-1512 from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. ET Monday through Friday, 
or online at www.recallrtr.com/nwtdehumidifier or http://www.newwidetech.com/en/ and click on 
“Recall Information” at the bottom of the page for more information.

Description: This recall involves 25-, 30-, 35-, 45-, 50-, 60-, 65-, 70-, and 74-pint dehumidifiers with 
the brand names including AeonAir, Amana, ArcticAire (Danby), Classic (Danby / Home Hardware 
Stores), Commercial Cool, Danby, Danby Designer, Danby Premiere, De’Longhi, Edgestar, Friedrich, 
Generations (Danby), Haier, Honeywell (JMATEK / AirTek), Idylis, Ivation, perfect aire, SuperClima, 
Whirlpool, and Whynter. The brand name, model number, and pint capacity are printed on the name-
plate sticker on the back of the dehumidifier.

Incidents/Injuries:  New Widetech is aware of 107 incidents of the recalled dehumidifiers overheat-
ing and/or catching fire, resulting in about $17 million in property damage. No injuries have been 
reported.

Sold at:  Lowe’s stores, Costco, Walmart, Menards, and other retailers nationwide from February 
2009 through August 2017 for between $120 and $430.

Manufacturer: New Widetech

Manufactured in: China
 
Note: Health Canada’s press release is available at: https://healthycanadians.gc.ca/recall-alert-rap-
pel-avis/hc-sc/2021/75829r-eng.php
Profeco’s press release is available at: https://www.gob.mx/profeco/articulos/alertas-al-consumi-
dor-35310?state=published
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